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by leamclellan
                  hen the party is lame, when the 
                   keg is tapped, when Susie barfs 
                  all over a perfect stranger’s shower 
curtain and you all had to sneak out the 
back door—your night doesn’t have to be 
over! It doesn’t have to end like that. There 
is always an alternative. There is always 
Mr. Mike’s. And if pizza isn’t your thing, 
there is a falafel waiting for you at Ali 
Baba’s or a warm gooey Early Riser at 
KKD.    
     Parties may be hit or miss, but pizza, 
falafel, and egg sandwiches never fail. The 
seasoned UVMer knows; these places are 
where the real party is at. Late night, post- 
party eating is an important experience 
that every college student should take part 
in. 
     Before dismissing this entirely as the 
deranged rant of a buffalo chicken-ob-
sessed fat girl—(to which I reply: “Hey, weenie! 
I’m not fat!)—let me explain. A place like Mr. 
Mike’s is more than pizza, cheap beer, and 
Pepsi products. The Mr. Mike’s experience 
is representative of a larger, incredibly 
crucial college right of passage.   
     And boy, do I remember my first time at 
Mr. Mike’s. My freshie friends and I were 
huddled in line awaiting our pizza. I don’t 
remember our conversation, but I know 
what I must have been thinking. “Gee 
whiz! There’s such thing as a pizza place 
open at 2:00 am? College is so crazy!” Ha. 
The craziness hadn’t even begun.  
     Just as we were about to give the cashier 
our order, my friends and I found our-
selves throwing our hands over our heads 
and ducking for cover.  Screams rang out 

in the night. The sound of smashing glass 
crashed around our ears. 
     “YOUR PIZZA’S OVERPRICED!!” 
screamed an irate young man standing 
in the doorway before running off like a 
lunatic into the darkness. Later we would 
discover that the sound we heard wasn’t 
the smashing of glass, but the sound of ice 
cubes catapulting out of the cup he had 
chucked at the crowd. A dick move on his 
part, for sure, but I still consider his ac-
tions an appropriate initiation into the vi-

A place like Mr. Mike’s is more than pizza, cheap 
beer, and Pepsi products. The Mr. Mike’s experience 

is representative of a larger, incredibly 
crucial college right of passage.   

brant and unpredictable subculture that is 
late night eating, and I wouldn’t have it any 
other way. 
     The naysayer may cite the long lines as a 
deterrent—wouldn’t ordering Domino’s to 
your dorm or apartment be much easier? 
False. The long lines just make that first 
bite that much more worth it. You know 
the old adage—the longer you have to wait 
for buffalo chicken pizza, the sweeter and 
spicier it tastes. Nowhere does this ancient 
(I think Chinese?) proverb ring more true 
than at Monsieur Mike’s. Plus, no matter 
how much their new ad campaign may 
deny it, Domino’s still sucks. 
     Plus, when you’re thirty-three and you 
have a job and a spouse and maybe even 

your first kid, do you think you will ever 
find yourself waiting for greasy food in a 
line that snakes out the door at 3 o’clock 
in the morning? Surrounded by a bunch 
of drunken freaks salivating over the pros-
pect of pepperoni pizza no less? 
     The answer is no, my friend (unless you 
really mess up big time after graduation). 
Some misguided souls may think this is 
a good thing. Alcohol and late night eat-
ing typically go hand in hand. Everyone 
knows alcohol is bad for your liver and late 

night eating can only add butter to your fat 
cankle feet as they slide down the slippery 
slope of obesity. Alcohol consumption and 
late night eating combined impede on a 
human’s necessary eight hours of nightly 
sleep, which can never be good, right? 
Wrong. Just plain wrong. 
     Late night eating on the weekend down-
town builds bonds that can never be bro-
ken. I’m not referring to hunching over 
a Styrofoam platter of teriyaki chicken 
wings in the corner of your bedroom.  I’m 
talking about grabbing the nearest bored, 
hungry-looking partygoer and uttering 
those hallowed words: “Let’s get food.”
     When you’re at Mr. Mike’s, Kountry 
Kart Deli, or Ali Baba’s, a sort of magic 

happens. Pure, unbridled enthusiasm you 
never knew existed within you suddenly 
releases itself when you see the kid that 
sat two rows in front of you in Bio. Col-
lege kids, insane vagrants, and townies 
come together as one as they break pizza 
crust together. Phone number exchanges 
of which you had never dreamt of become 
possible and even likely. Chance meetings 
aren’t limited to classmates and crushes, as 
they might be at a house party. For 
instance, a close friend of mine named 
Erin once gave her number to a unique 
gentleman named “Bone.” 
     “Not Boner, BONE. B-O-N-E,” Bone 
explained. His hair was in slight disarray, 
he was very dirty, and his body odor was 
rank.
     “So if I call you at 4:00 am that’s cool, 
right?” he asked. He was obviously con-
siderate of her sleeping patterns—a truly 
sweet guy. 
     “Excellent,” Erin replied. And it was ex-
cellent. Bone never called (damn it) but that 
wasn’t the point. Where would we all be if 
we never met the “Bones” of Burlington? 
Asleep in bed letting life pass us by? At a 
party flirting with some girl to no avail and 
trudging back to your room, defeated? 
     Sometimes you are better off ditching 
that party we have all been to a thousand 
times, taking life by the horns, eating fat-
laden junk food, and meeting a Bone. 
     It’s kinda like that other old saying—you 
can count calories when you’re dead…or 
at least when you’re old and your 
metabolism slows down. g



Dear water tower,
     Mr. Gross did not include NYU professor Jason King’s entire quote, which is quite 
poignant: “It’s catchy. It has a really good hook,” he says. But it’s problematic, too. He 
says “there’s a way in which the aesthetics of black poverty — the way they talk and 
they speak and they look — sort of becomes this fodder for humor without any inter-
est in the context of the conditions in which people actually live.”
     The argument Gross makes about white-exceptionalism is inherently flawed. Jason 
King is saying this video is demeaning to all poor, black, southerns. Not ALL black 
people. It obviously isn’t making fun of college-educated blacks. So then who would it 
be making fun of?
     Most people may very well be laughing at the video literally because of what was 
said. But does Dodson epitomize poor, black culture in this country? And if he does, 
can anyone deny that many people will use this video to internally stereotype their 
already misconstrued views of poor black culture? Is there not racist undertones in 
that? And how can anyone truly separate Dodson’s words from who he is? As Mr. 
King is trying to explain, you cannot separate the words from the context.
     While I know race is a touchy subject, if everyone just pushes it under the carpet 
because they feel uncomfortable or threatened as the white majority, how does that 
create equality? Professor King brings up a good point, asking what makes racial 
comedy funny, and when is it okay to laugh at a joke that involves race. But this article 
only attempts to hinder this dialogue and place blame on supposed ‘white-exception-
alists’.
-Charles Winkleman
Class 2011

The controversy rages on. See page 3 for an additional response to hide your kids. 

Sometimes reading the water tower makes our readers want to get naked and fight 
the power.  But most of the time, they just send emails.  Send your thoughts on anything 

in this week’s issue to
thewatertowernews@gmail.com 
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with emilyhoogesteger

with paulgross

Westboro Baptist Church. This church generously stepped in for the Dove World 
Outreach Center that declared September 11th “International Burn A Quran Day” 
and then backed out. From protesting homosexuality to religious texts and every-
thing in between, Westboro’s shit list gets longer every year.

Animal Abuse in China. Animal rights group Animals Asia has just released a 
report that performing animals in China are subjected to extreme humiliation and 
abuse. China currently has no animal protection laws, which means circuses are 
free to force bears to ride motorcycles and live in tiny cages full of feces.

Dublin, Georgia and its “Saggy Pants Law”. The mayor of Dublin, Georgia has 
moved forward with signing an ordinance that bans pants and skirts that ride 
low enough to expose “skin and undergarments”. While it’s true that nobody likes 
seeing your ass crack over your belt, we’re pretty sure bad outfits aren’t hurting 
anyone.

Mark Andrews. A UK police sargeant and former soldier, Andrews has been 
sentenced to six months in jail after injuring a 57-year-old woman by hurling her 
headfirst onto a concrete cell floor. For that, he’s officially our Brutal Asshole of the 
Week.

with michaelcieslak

“That Fidel Castro shows an interest in human rights is truly revolutionary”
-A spokesman from the French foreign ministry, eschewing recent inflammatory comments that Castro, the Cuban dictator, re-

cently made regarding France’s latest expulsion of as many as 1000 illegal Roma (gypsy) migrants. Castro called the deportations a 
“racial holocaust” which is bizarre, because they were sent to Bulgaria, not to concentration camps. 

“Draw this line, so that New York will never 
become New Mecca.”

-Dutch politician and bigot, Geert Wilders, addressing a crowd 
of anti-mosque protestors in New York City. Mr. Wilders has 
become both very famous and very controversial in the Neth-
erlands for his positions regarding Islam—namely that it is an 
inherently evil religion more or less equivalent to fascism. Now, 
apparently, he’s taking his show on the road…as if we didn’t have 
enough sensationalist idiots in America.

“So, we will be Prime Ministers until at least 
the age of 120?”

-Czar Vladimir Putin of Russia, referring to himself and Ital-
ian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi, at some kind of science 
conference where extending the length of human life was being 
discussed. With a power-hungry dude like Putin though, that 
joke isn’t so funny.

“The law has a direct and deleterious effect.”
-US District Judge Virginia Phillips, in her opinion in which she 
upheld a federal injunction against the military’s Don’t Ask, Don’t 
Tell policy regarding sexual orientation. She threw out arguments 
claiming that such a policy is important to keeping military units 
cohesive and said instead that it is a violation of human rights—
duh.

“I’m going to send you home by dropping a 
tow bar on you.”

-Calvin Gibbs, a big asshole and member of the US military who 
was recently accused of killing Afghan civilians for fun and then 
keeping their body parts as trophies, also apparently said this to a 
fellow soldier, when explaining to him what would happen if the 
higher-ups found out about his illegal use of hashish. America’s 
finest.

Football season is finally here and whether you are in a high stakes fantasy league or just a casual fan it’s not hard to ap-
preciate the spectacle that is the NFL. The tailgating, the unnecessary amount of drinking--everything about it is American. 
But with a player holdout becoming increasingly imminent, we must ask: what will happen this time next year if there is no 
NFL?  Well, for starters…

1. NFL cheerleaders will greatly up the level of competition in the national stripping scene.
2. Brett Favre will actually not play.
3. College football players will earn even more money. Heh heh.  
4. Cory Boyd of the CFL’s Toronto Argonauts will become a household name.
5. Ricky Williams will smoke a lot of weed.
6. Tom Brady will become a full-time model.
7. ESPN will have to start covering curling and jai alai.
8. Ben Roethlisberger still won’t understand the meaning of the word “NO!”
9. Every Sunday the parking lots of NFL stadiums will NOT be the best parties in town.
10. Bill Belichick will become a chip n’ dale dancer.

     If you don’t know that a “Mosque” is 
being built “at Ground Zero,” then you’re 
missing out on a key issue in American 
society.  And, to clarify, by “Mosque,” the 

by zedballas

     UVM students are picky eaters, and a 
quick stroll through any of UVM’s din-
ing halls makes this fact readily appar-
ent.  Catamounts don’t seem to tuck in to 
their Thanksgiving-style dinner until they 
know if the potatoes are organic, the tur-
key was raised here in Vermont, the milk 

by aniquigley

“Wow, Pastor Jones, we haven’t had a fire this big since we burned those Gore 
ballots back in 2000!”

patrick leene

is hormone-free, and  
the farmer who grew 
everything is a Virgo 
or a Libra.  In short, 
we’re high-mainte-
nance.  But really, 
aren’t we justified?  It 
is your right to know 
what you’re putting into your body and 
what kind of industry your dollar is sup-
porting.
     Unfortunately, spin doctoring and a 
lack of USDA regulations occasionally 
pulls the humanely produced wool over 
our eyes.  Take “free-range” eggs, for ex-
ample.  Those two magic words bring to 
mind a vision of little Foghorn Leghorns 
frolicking in a verdant field and merrily 
pecking at the ground.  But the USDA’S 
idea is a little less benevolent; free-range 
simply means “the poultry has been al-
lowed access to the outside.”  That quickly 
alters our lovely mental picture to one of 
a crowded, windowless barn connected to 
a tiny, paved yard only a small portion of 
the birds may even be able to reach.  Af-
ter all, only the world’s worst businessman 
would shell out more money for land and 
barns with outdoor access when industry 
regulation allows him to say “free-range” 
and still save the cash.
     There are other problems with the 
“free-range” label, largely because it 
falsely implies a commitment to humane 

practices.  But whether a farm lets its birds 
“roam free” or keeps them in battery cages 
has no relation to the welfare of its birds.  
Male chicks are economically useless no 
matter what egg farm they’re on, because 
they cannot produce eggs and are the 
wrong breed to produce meat.  Therefore 

they are eliminated, and often by being 
ground alive.  Most egg farms also con-
sider their hens “spent” after only a year 
or two, when egg production begins to 
decline.  These birds can’t contribute to 
the farm’s profit while they, at best, only 
take up space better suited to a productive 
hen.  And so their fate is the same as male 
chicks’; when their productivity wanes at 
two years of age, the hens are slaughtered.  
(Naturally, a chicken can live upwards of 
ten years.)
     This is not to say that there aren’t any 
farms anywhere that give their chickens 
plenty of room to move around, care for 
their birds’ well-being, and offer them 
the chance at living out life.  But the 
fact remains that knowing your eggs are 
“free-range” doesn’t indicate any of these 
things.  A carton of eggs may have been 
produced by hens living in absolutely 
horrific conditions and still be embla-
zoned with the words “free-range.”  As 
Dr. Charles Olentine, an editor of indus-
try trade journal Egg Industry, said: “Just 
because it’s free-range does not mean that 

it is welfare-friendly.”
     UVM students are busy.  We’ve got soc-
cer practice in the morning, we’re going 
hiking in the afternoon, and our neigh-
bor’s having a party tomorrow night.  Oh, 
and we’ve got this thing called “studying” 
to do.  Basically, we’ve got enough on our 

plates without having to 
wade through the murky 
guidelines set by the USDA 
and without needing to per-
sonally research each farm 
we purchase from.  But until 
the U.S. food industry is no 
longer built on doublespeak 

and vagaries, we either do some extra leg-
work or give up caring altogether. g

“Catamounts don’t tuck in to their 
dinner until they know if the potatoes are organic,if 

the milk is hormone-free, and if the farmer 
who grew everything is a Virgo or a Libra.”

news means “Islamic Center” 
and by “Ground Zero,” they 
mean “Two blocks away from 
Ground Zero.” 
     Obviously the headline 
“Mosque at Ground Zero” 
will rile Americans a bit 
more successfully than “Is-
lamic Center Being Built Two 
Blocks Away from Ground 
Zero” and, well, we all know 
about mass-media’s goals. More impor-
tantly though, with 9/11’s ninth birth-
day having just passed, the issue itself is 
becoming quite the political battlefield. 

The mass media has perhaps accidently 
brought forth something useful for a 
change, an opportunity for America to re-
move a skeleton or two from its closet. 

     If we take in the various points of view 
then maybe we can all understand it a bit 
more. As far as I’m concerned, if a person 
has the money to build a given build-

ing, regardless of its purpose, he should 
be able to build it. From the City of New 
York’s point of view, the decision should 
be decisive, and even if people aren’t ter-

ribly excited about 
the idea, there is 
a moral obliga-
tion to do what is 
right. NYC Mayor 
Michael Bloom-
berg’s options are 
to let the building 
be built and pos-
sibly lose his office 
come re-election,  

or halt the process and be considered rac-
ist, bigoted, or what-have-you. Whichever 
decision he makes, he will be stepping on 
somebody’s toes. 
     Less publicized is the matter of a large 
Greek Orthodox church on Liberty street 
that was destroyed during the attack. 
Shortly after the attack, the City offered 
to aid the rebuild when the time came. 
Nothing was set in stone, fortunately or 
unfortunately, and because there is this 
mosque problem, the City won’t aid the 
Greeks because they will seem to be play-
ing favorites.
     True, innocent Americans perished 
nine years ago at the hands of radical Is-
lamic group that hates America. I’m not 
saying that it is something we should 
forget or forgive, but should we really be 
judging an entire religion, a massive one 
at that, spread all over the world, on an 
extreme minority? That’s like seeing the 
KKK and thinking that all Protestants 
behave in the same fashion all over the 
world – petty and nonsensical if you ask 
me. What this Mosque/Islamic center, or 
whatever you’d feel more comfortable call-
ing it, really represents is an attempt by the 
rational, peaceful, and caring members of 
the Islamic community to establish a link 
to the rest of society; an opportunity, if 
you will, for the non-Islamic community 
to connect, learn, and understand their 
neighbors. g

“Obviously the headline ‘Mosque at Ground Zero’ will rile 
Americans a bit more successfully than 

‘Islamic Center Being Built Two Blocks 
Away from Ground Zero’.”

Dear water tower,

     I love you very, very much. Hands 
down, I’ll take the 
water tower over the Cynic any day of the 
week. Sometimes, however, I find that 
your writers are simply ignorant of impor-
tant linguistic information which grossly 
(pun intended) misinforms their articles. 
I write, of course, in reference to Paul 
Gross’s article on Antoine Dodson and 
“inarticulate black people.” Let me share 
some important information with you re-
garding dialects.
     Dialects, quite similar to languages, 
are equal in the eyes of linguists. One 
is not better than the other, in any lan-
guage--including dialects of the English 
language. What may be “inarticulate” 
to Mr. Gross (and many other people) is 
perfectly grammatical and understand-
able to a speaker of African American 
English (AAE), which is the most widely 
studied dialect of English. AAE has rules 
and regular features that define its gram-
maticality. Morphology, syntax, phonetics, 
phonology, and the lexicon are all intrinsic 
to this dialect-- just as mainstream, aca-
demic English does.
     Of course, not ALL African Americans 
speak AAE, nor do ONLY African Ameri-
cans speak AAE. Not one speaker uses all 
the linguistic features at one time and the 
dialect does incorporate a broad range of 
speech styles. That being said, though, a 
sentence like Mr. Dodson’s (“they rapin’ 
errbody out there”) is completely gram-
matical in the rules of AAE and any 
speaker of AAE can understand it without 
problems.
     Mr. Gross’s discussion of this white-
exceptionalist attitude (“whereas anytime 
you make fun of a black PERSON you 
are inherently making fun of all black 
PEOPLE”) misses the point in light of lin-
guistic dialect--AAE is not a geographical 
dialect (although geographic regions do 
affect and influence it); AAE is spoken all 
over the United States and Mr. Dodson’s 
location in the south has less to do with 
his speech than his race. Yes, some non-
black people do speak AAE, if they were 
brought up in a community which speaks 
the dialect. But some white southerner 
wouldn’t be ridiculed for his speech in ex-
actly the same way. He may be ridiculed 
for his redneck southern drawl, but that 
dialect is not connected to his race as di-
rectly as AAE is connected to the African 
American community. The implications 
are, thus, quite different.
     After explicitly noting that the rape of 
Kelly Dodson “isn’t funny, it’s terrifying” 
(which I’m very thankful we all agree on), 
Mr. Gross continues to remark that “An-
toine’s reaction and antics ARE funny, 
and to pretend they aren’t for the sake of 
perpetuating a certain racial discourse 
does nothing to increase equality between 
blacks and whites.” Well, sort of, to a point. 
I guess it’s funny if you are a speaker of 
mainstream English, the English dialect of 
middle class white Americans, the dialect 
of academia, and view other dialects as 
funny because.... because it sounds ... dif-
ferent to your English? Hmmmm.

Think about it.
Amy Goodnough

P.S. You are still the best news team in the 
universe.

continued from page 2



by drewdiemar

You want to have sex.
     For females, the task is simple.  Find any 
party in which there are guys, and you’ve 
found a party full of completely willing 
partners.  For the guys, there are several 
other factors to observe as you slip into 
creeper mode.
     1. Bass.  Clearly, if you have to resort to 
partying to hook up, you’re not a smooth-
talker.  Dancing is easy, and with it comes 
the pretty good chance of at least some 
passionate kissing.
   2. Basements.  Remember, darkness is 
your friend.  And the more disgusting 
the place is, the better chance the girls are 
DTF.  Why the fuck else would someone 
put up with low ceilings, cobwebs, and 
sticky walls?
   3. Bathrooms.  Waiting outside the bath-
room door can be your best chance at 
finding an unclaimed girl.  One coming 
out of a bathroom is probably going back 
out to the dance floor.  Intercept her before 
she finds her previous partner.

You want to fight.
     Truthfully, this can be accomplished 
at any party.  A simple “I own this place” 
attitude is all you need to bring.  Making 
fun of girls, cutting in line for the keg or 
Beirut, or spilling beer on someone all 
lead to situations that require only a little 
escalation on your part to turn into a full-
out brawl.

You want to be wasted.
     The long walk downtown killed your 
buzz.  Your feet hurt.  It’s the last night of 
the weekend.  Sounds like you need a lot of 
alcohol-in a hurry.
     1. Jungle juice.  This shit is magical.  Any 
party that has it is no doubt a shitshow of 
freshmen slipping on vomit and falling 
into each other.  Fill up a cup, and don’t 

     Many movies, songs, and poems focus on the question “Why do we party?” There 
may be complex psychological issues below the surface of this question.  Is it to find new 
friends?  To let off some steam?  To rebel against the parents who never really under-
stood us?  No.  
     The reasons are much simpler.  And no matter why you find yourself downtown, you 
should be knowledgeable and prepared to satisfy your cravings, be they carnal, material, 
testosteronal, or a .30 reading.

think about the repercussions, just justify 
it to yourself by saying it doesn’t taste too 
alcoholic.  
     2. Kegs.  An obvious alternative.  If the 
beer’s warm, the better reason to gulp it 
down quickly and get the cup over with.  If 
there’s too long a line, no one ever got hurt 
for starting a ‘cops’ rumor.
    3. Kids outside.  Intoxication and a 
desire to smoke have an exponential re-
lationship, so the more smokers are out, 
the better chance there’s readily available 
drinks.  The louder the crowd, the better.

You want to be treated like a piece of 
shit.
     This one’s easy.  Just look for a building 
with Greek letters on it.  If you don’t live 
there, or have a vagina, chances are they 
don’t want you around.

You want to profit.
     Partying is a business.  Why should the 
people throwing one be the only ones to 
prosper?  (Note: these can be substituted 
for wanting to fight.)
     1. Bring cups.  If you go armed with 10 
classic red solo cups, chance are they’ll be 
at least one party that uses them.  Shell ‘em 
out inside for a nice $50.
     2. Look for an inattentive keg-man.  If 
he’s socializing or texting, chances are he 
doesn’t wanna be there.  Tell him you’ll 
take over for a bit, and charge people who 
don’t have a cup a buck a drink.
     3. Check out the cars outside.  The nicer 
they are, the richer the tenants are, the 
more cool shit there is inside to jack.
    4. A printed out $20 bill can be ex-
changed for a cup and $15 surprisingly 
easily. g

     If you live in the UVM residence halls, if 
you’ve gone past the Center for Health and 
Wellbeing, if you’ve gone into literally any 
office in any department at the University 
then you’ve seen them - artfully arranged 
on your RA’s door or sitting in a little bas-
ket on their desk: 

by ginamastrogiacomo 

      Things to bring to any normal class at UVM:  Notebook, pen, homework, water 
bottle, maybe even an extra pen; it’s always good to come prepared. Things to bring to 
Marsh Life Science 235:  Well that’s a different story.  
     If you’ve ever had a class in Marsh Life Science 235, you may have found yourself in 
the following position a time or two if you didn’t think ahead while packing your bag.
Say it’s your first class in MLS 235.  You finish eating lunch in your room and look at 
your watch realizing you’d better get going.  You grab your backpack full of the any-
old-class supplies that you have been using throughout the day.  Oh what a mistake 
you have made. 
     You slip through the doors of MLS 235 and slide into the fifth row from the back 
just after class has begun.  You look around the classroom and try to make sense of 
what you see.
      The girl two seats over is tap tap tapping away at her computer—filling up a page 
under the title “Sex and Postmodernism.”  A phone rings loudly behind you and a boy 
leisurely rummages through his backpack and answers “Yo.”  He stands up and shuffles 
down the row between legs and backpacks.  The two girls in front of you are chatting, 
their voices far above a whisper—apparently curly-haired-chatter finally found out the 
last name of the boy she met at the Frisbee house last weekend and now she can finally 
stalk him on facebook and decide whether or not to friend him.  
     A red haired girl diagonally to the right is one step behind curly-chatter and is typ-
ing the name “Kyle” into her facebook search bar over and over again with different 
combinations of “UVM,” “University of Vermont” and “btown.”  Several different face-
book profiles litter the seats below you and—oh wait, is there a teacher down there?  
You thought maybe you had heard a murmur of ions and bonds between curly-hair’s 
saga of spilled beer and bad directions to an even worse basement.  Yeah, now that you 
are looking, you can make out some scribbles and a teacher with his back to the class 
whispering equations and atom patterns to the board.  
     After another half an hour of vibrating phones, a full nail painting and some inter-
esting hair-do experimentations from a girl a few rows down, everyone’s ears perk up 
when the man (?) (It’s hard to tell from the top of the hill of seats) down below says 
that class is ending early today.  At the word “early,” the whole class starts closing their 
notebooks, their computers, their mouths, and folding down their desks.  By this point 
you are probably wiping the drool from your chin and remembering that life does ex-
ist outside of the clock on the left hand wall.  You cap your pen and contribute to the 
cacophony of bag zipping around you.  That ought to teach you a lesson other than the 
one you’ll read about in the lecture notes later.
     In short, preparing for class in MLS 235 takes a bit of thought.  Sure you can bring a 
pen and a notebook, but don’t expect to use them.  You’d be better off using your back-
pack space for your laptop, your phone turned up and full of text messages to answer, 
a sandwich to make and eat and your math worksheet to fill out.  Or if you like to fly 
empty handed, make sure to bring a couple of friends to fill the seats around you, some 
awesome tales from last weekend to tell, and a full bladder to break up the time.  g

     Condoms.
     Clearly they have a use...
but what if you’re not get-
ting any? People horde these 
like it’s nobody’s business, so 
what are they doing? Aside 
from sitting and festering in 
some unlucky individual’s 
drawer, there are a lot of op-
tions...
     Mainly, arts and crafts. 
     Here are some ideas for 
you, if for some reason you’re 
cursed in the nookie depart-
ment, or if you’re just some 
sort of perverted Martha 
Stewart - no judgement here. 
     1. Condom Bouquet:
     Maybe you’ve been skimp-
ing in giving attention to 
your significant other and instead of giv-
ing them a little loving, or an actual bou-
quet of flowers (maybe you’re strapped for 
cash?) then this is the craft for you! Glue 
the packaging to long green pipe clean-
ers and you’ve got yourself a bouquet that 
won’t ever die - sweet!
     2. Condom Tic Tac Toe:
     Game night with your friends? Obvi-
ously Apples to Apples would be your first 
choice, but when that’s not around, this is 
a second option. Draw the board, and use 
the condom’s for O’s. 
     3. Condom Stress Reliever Toys:
     You know those fun bags filled with 
sand that you can squeeze in the thera-
pist’s office to calm you down? Blow up a 
condom old school style, and fill it with 
some sand from the craft store...or North 
Beach, depending on your budget. 
     4. Old School Condom Balloon: 
Kind of lame, but it never ceases to get a 
laugh. Maybe get crazy and hold it out the 
window of your car - check out the faces 

of some passersby. Maybe out the cam-
pus shuttle window? Well, you might get 
kicked off. But George might also think 
you’re awesome. 
     5. Full Out Condom Performance Art:
     Here’s the idea, blow up a bunch of 
condoms, balloon style, and fill them with 

different colored paints. Pin these 
to a piece of canvas, or just a large 
piece of paper and go to town 
on them with some darts. Voila! 
You’ve got a splatter art piece that 
Kandinsky would be proud of. 
(I’m sure that’s how he made all 
of his work too.) Save it for your 
last art class project when you’re 
too preoccupied with Stowe trips 
to crank out a marvelous piece of 
art. 
     6. Condom Jewelry
     You thought I was kidding 
about bedazzling these babies? 
Oh no, my friends. Any excuse 
to use rhinestones is a good one. 
Cut your condom in half with a 
pair of scissors and twist it until 

it fits whatever specific finger you’d like it 
to reside on, then tie it and use a glue gun 
(or straight up Elmer’s) to add some fabu-
lous rhinestones. Or continue this pattern 
and tie several, “rings” together to make a 
necklace. I’m hearing statement jewelry is 
in this Fall - now yours will have a mes-
sage.
     ** Disclaimer - that message may be 
that you are still a virgin. 

     It all boils down to using your condoms 
wisely and safely, whether it’s for sexual 
endeavors or time at your beloved craft 
table. As the year starts up again, we could 
all use a little relief from the daily grind of 
classes, and if that relief isn’t going to be 
with your partner, it better include some 
sparkle and class, damnit! So unearth 
those glue guns, snag a couple condoms 
from your RA’s bulletin board, and get to 
work. Who knows, maybe all of your new 
creations will get you some play!g

loren teetelli

lauryn schrom
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Feeling a little créatif?  Wishing Vantage Point was published more than once a semester?  
Well now you can submit your creative writing, short stories, poems, drawings, black and 
white photos, and any other créatif things to the water tower’s new section, créatif stuffé.
Send your submissions to thewatertowernews@gmail.com by Tuesdays at 4:00.

with colbynixon
     As a junior, I have gone through many of the ritualis-
tic experiences unique to UVM and the Green Mountain 
State itself. I’ve swam in the fountain on the Waterman 
Green, and I’ve seen the sunset from the fire escape. But 
I had never been to the Champlain Valley Fair before. I 
had heard all about this oh so traditional “quaint New 
England” fair for some time now. I decided it was worth 
checking out, especially if I might get to spot Keith Urban 
or Justin Bieber. Being from Maine, I’ve been to fairs be-
fore, so I figured, apart from their star-studded musical 
line up, this couldn’t be much different than back home. 
And then I saw the get-ups.
     The first article of clothing I would like to address 
isn’t actually clothing at all- (with the exception of one 
man, whom I will get to). The spectacular array of body 
art was so profound, and thought provoking, I could have 
been in the Guggenheim. There were grandmothers with 
full sleeves (almost), and I wasn’t aware that there were 
so many different types of dragons that you could put on 
the back of your calf. However, as I mentioned, there was 
one man who took the cake. From a distance, I was al-
most certain he had a shirt on, but as he approached the 
spot where I was stuffing Don’s Moose Nutz in my face, I 
realized that no, his torso, and upper arms were covered 
in ink. I was like, “Shit, where the fuck is Ray Bradbury, I 
think I just found the Illustrated Man.” The kicker though 
was that his tats didn’t extend any further down than mid-
way down his upper arm- so he could still of course, get 
a “respectable job.” You have to admire a man like that; 
he’ll probably never have to buy another t-shirt in his life.
     Of course, most people were clothed, and what they 
were decked out in was nothing short of impressive. I 
saw jean shorts, wife-beaters, lots and lots of NASCAR 
brand hats, shirts, jackets, and pony-tail holders, a vast 
array of Keith Urban merchandise on any woman who 
was 25+ and Justin Bieber gear on any woman younger 
than that, as well as flannel. With the amount of flannel at 
that event, it was like a kilt screwed the Brawny man and 
the kid came out cross-eyed. I was however most disap-
pointed that I didn’t see any NASCAR emblazoned flan-
nel, which probably would have put me over the edge. I 
felt seriously underdressed in my t-shirt, shorts, and flip-
flops. It’s like showing up with a gun to a knife fight- you 
just don’t do it.
     And can we talk about the cowboy hats? Anyone who 
wasn’t wearing a NASCAR hat or proudly displaying a 
mullet was rocking a cowboy hat. I mean, I know it was 
warm and the sun was pretty bright, but how many people 
were actually going to be wrangling cattle that day? (The 
exact answer is probably around 3, due to the fairly large 
amount of livestock at this event). I just couldn’t compete.
     Everyone has different tastes and preferences, and that’s 
what makes fashion a good topic of conversation and dis-
cussion. What makes a better conversation is when you 
can nudge your friend on the shoulder and say to her, 
“What the hell was that guy thinking when he woke up 
this morning- was that really the best option available?” 
But then again, they’re probably saying the same thing 
about you. g

fairly odd fashion: 
a fascinating study of the 
champlain valley fair style 

Name: Cecile

Spotted: Outside the Davis 
Center

Why we like it: Her matching 
sea shell necklace and color-
ful sea shell tank top brings 

summer memories of the Cape 
back to school.

Name: Carly

Spotted: On the library steps

Why we like it: Collar leather 
sandals were a big trend this 
summer. Its tricky to pull off 
the right look with them but she 
makes it look effortless with her 
high waisted shorts.

with olivianguyen

with alextownsendgerman bear wrestling

someone on campus catch your eye?
couldn’t get a name?

submit your love anonomyously
uvm.edu/~watertwr/iwysb.html

overheard a conversation in b-town? 
was it hilarious? dumb? inspirational? 

tell the ear and we’ll print it. 
uvm.edu/~watertwr/ear.html

Hey...
I’m sorry I spooked you on the bike path the other day, 
I was coming home from a bike ride and the path gets 
kind of narrow there.  I felt bad about it so I stopped to 
pick a flower, turned around, and handed it off to you.  
let’s go for a run sometime?
When: Tuesday ‘round 7:00 pm
Where: UVM Bike path
I saw: cute runner
I am: guy on a bike

I noticed you right away,
Too bad I had nothing to say.
You make an ugly green shirt look pretty rad,
If we don’t ever hang out, I’ll be pretty sad.
My friend lost her stuff at your party last year,
You probably don’t remember after all the beer.
Singing is your thing, though I’m really awful,
Let’s meet this Saturday and share a grundle waffle.
When: a few times a week
Where: sitting at a desk
I saw: a good lookin guy
I am: hoping to catch your eye

I see you around campus biking with your thriving long, 
flowing brown hair and prescription sunglasses. You 
wear a beaded necklace and have a luscious lower lip. 
Your tanned skin and manly hands turn me on, especial-
ly when you’re clutching your Comcast folder. I can tell 
you’re a leo, so come and be my lion and light my fire!
When: Everyday
Where: Outside Bailey-Howe
I saw: A Sex God
I am: KE

Outside the Davis Center
Guy talking to another guy: Yeah dude, I just stocked up 
on condoms and antibiotic ointment.

Returning from the midnight breakfast at the Davis 
Center, 2:00 am
Freshman Dude: Yeah, I’ve got a lot of body oils back in 
my room...what?

Outside the Davis Center
Bro: hey, I think I know you...
Girl: yeah... did we have class together?
Bro: no. I think we were at detox together.
Girl: oh yeah! How did the rest of your semester go?
Bro: I kinda got suspended...
Girl: OMG! me too!

U-Heights
You could piss in it and she would drink it. Hippie chicks 
will drink anything out of a mason jar.

Tuesday’s SGA Meeting
Senator 1: Do you want to do the Prudent Student? 
Senator 2: Only if I can hold your penis.

Over dinner at the Marche
Dude 1 (to all his dude friends and one girl): This one 
time in high school I jerked off on the bus.
Dude 2: Wait how long was the bus ride?
Dude 1: It was like a school field trip.
Dude 2: But where did you wipe it all?
Dude 1: On some girls hat...
Dude 2: You were that guy!

3rd floor of L/L
Girl: Sharing a toothbrush with someone is more inti-
mate than sleeping with someone.

     I’ve come to notice recently that a lot of people are re-
ally careless. This isn’t breaking news by any means, but 
some of the dumb stuff we do (or don’t do) is really dumb. 
I’m not chiding any of you for drugs or alcohol because…
well, you know. I’m not trying to impose my opinions 
(well-intended they may be) on any of you, but I feel it 
necessary to at least touch upon some of the more dan-
gerous habits in which many of you partake.
     My first qualm is unsafe biking and skateboarding. 
I’ve noticed that almost everyone here who rides a bike 
or boards does so without a helmet. (If you are the one 
person I saw wearing a helmet, you are exempt from my 
tirade.) I can see not wearing elbow pads or knee pads; 
we’re not in second grade anymore. I’m not going to tell 
you that you need to wear a helmet, but I will advise that 
you do so. It only takes one wrong turn, misplaced stone, 
or crowd of students to totally divert your course into a 
building wall, or a spread of concrete. Besides, we’re all 
here to protect and expand our brains…right?
     Although fewer of you are targeted by my second point 
of contention, I still find it important to drill the next idea 
into your young brains. It seems obvious, in theory, any-
way, that texting and driving is really dangerous. In fact, 
all cell phone use while driving is hazardous. Your eyes 
and hands should be free to notice and react to any threats 
that lie on the road. In my “evil” home state of Massa-
chusetts, texting and driving is illegal. However, I think 
the legislation should cover more than mere texting, and 
should expand beyond the Bay State. What about check-
ing your email? Playing on your iPhone? Tweeting? Add-
ing a new contact? Taking pictures (though I confess to 
doing this)? The legislation is simply not broad enough. 
To my knowledge, at least, it is not illegal to be playing a 
Nintendo DS while driving (show me where it says you 
can’t). The law should cover all electronic use involving 
either of your hands. Bluetooth, taking a sip of a drink, 
and talking to passengers is a different story. It’s diffi-
cult not to fall into the social traps laid out for us, and 
we probably can’t keep it up all the time. However, if we 
could enact some solid legislation nationwide, we might 
be able to save some lives…even if it comes at the cost of 
not being able to update your Twitter as often. 
     My final problem lies somewhere between spite, idi-
ocy and neglect. There are tons of recycling bins around 
campus, many which are clearly labeled “Paper”, “Trash” 
(which isn’t really recycling), and “Cans & Bottles”. Take a 
peek inside any of them, and you will see more than what 
is labeled. I don’t know whether we don’t read, can’t read 
(I seriously hope this isn’t the case), or willingly choose 
to spite our green policies, but there is really no excuse to 
not place items in the correct bins. There are bottles in the 
“Trash”, styrofoam cups in the “Paper”, and paper scraps 
in the “Bottles & Cans”. It would take someone hours to 
sort through these recycling bins and place the items in 
the correct bins. Why can’t we just take three seconds to 
read the labels and place items in the correct bins? Is snag-
ging that last table at New World Tortilla that important?
    Well, they do have great quesadillas… g

by jonathanlott



SEEKING: UVM’S BEST BAND (/ARTIST/WHATEVER)
 
     We know you secretly play guitar.  We know you and your friends have five tracks on 
myspace with 11 listens.  We know you want to be the next bedroom laptop maestro to 
start selling out the Music Hall of Williamsburg.  And you, yeah you, we know you rap 
in front of the mirror Eight Mile style when you’re high and nobody’s home. So show 
us your stuff!
      Even if you’re not-so-underground and you already have stickers on all the lamp 
posts on campus, send links to your myspace, youtube, fileshare, etc, to thewatertow-
ernews@gmail.com, or drop a CD at our desk at the SGA.  We will take all music at 
face value, regardless of genre or recording quality, and reward originality above all. 
You’ve got all fall semester to get submissions in, and in the spring we’ll run a front page, 
magazine-style profile and interview with the winner, and reveal our other favorites and 
runners-up. 
      The contest is open to all current students, grad or undergrad; non-Music Depart-
ment faculty and staff; and even very recent grads who are still based in Burlington. 
Multiple projects from the same group are ok by us.  Give us everything you’ve got.  
Don’t be shy, you might just be UVM’s best!      

by nyikobeguin
Beach Fossils – Self-Titled        
5 out of 5 stars

     When I saw these guys back in Octo-
ber ‘09, I had a feeling in my gut that their 
debut record was going to be the “dope-
ness.”  10 months later, my gut was right 
on. Beach Fossils, their self-titled first re-
lease, is indeed dope. Delicately selected 
electric-guitar picking layered over care-
ful and catchy baselines, subtle drums, 
and laid-back vocals equipped with some 
dizzying flange. Although relatively ba-
sic and straight-forward song structures 
dominate the album, this leaves room for 
Dustin Payseur’s guitar picking to act as 
the catchy hook for which your subcon-
scious yearns. In fact, for most songs Pay-
seur’s vocals are wonderfully similar to the 
bass and drums, both in their unobtrusive 
role in the mix as well as their comforting 
repetition in rhythm and melody.
     Album highlights include the album 
opener “Sometimes,” packed with en-
ticingly cryptic lyrical content: “I know 
I waste my time/ And I can’t figure out/ 
Which one is yours or mine/That’s fine/I 
really couldn’t say I mind,” as well as gui-
tar and bass-line repetition which borders 
on a loop, but manages to hold onto the 
human quality of subtle inconsistency. 
“Youth” is a laid back summer jam com-
plete with a nostalgic day-glo atmosphere 
and sweeping lyrical explorations: “we 
got our love to spare/cause we’re awake 
through our youth.” “Daydream” is exactly 
what the song’s title suggests; a sunny and 
laid-back tune which slips the listener into 
reverie for a quick 3 minutes, only to be 
lovingly lulled back into reality by the fol-
lowing tune, “Golden Age.”
     This is a remarkably simple, yet defi-
antly classic first album from Beach Fos-
sils and in all seriousness, I am not sure if 
they will ever be able to top it.

If You Like: Wild Nothing, Woods, Small 
Black 
Best Tracks: “Sometimes,” “Youth,” “Lazy 
Day,” “Daydream,” “Golden Age”

by sarahmoylan
     Like many of my upperclass comrades, 
I spent the summer earnin’ my keep for an 
apartment here in Burlington. Oh, what to 
do when there is no homework to com-
plete or labs to do! The answer is easy: 
anything involving music. 
     I’ve always been aware of Burlington’s 
thriving live music scene, but since I was 
rather low on funds (unlike the lucky 
MGMT concert-goers of, say, the Cynic), 
I had to stick to shows by bands that most 
people haven’t ever heard of. That’s how I 
ended up at the Wavves show at Club Met-
ronome in June. Wavves is a loud, lo-fi, 
beach-influenced garage outfit, and it was 
at this Wavves show that I learned what I 
like to refer to as the “hipster garage rock 
dance.” Here’s how it works: when listen-
ing to fuzzy, fast-paced tunes, just nod 
your head impossibly fast to the beat of 
the music, stare at the band while making 
no facial expression, and don’t move any 
other part of your body. As a result, you’ll 
look like you’re having a cranial seizure…
but everyone else is doing it, so it’s not re-
ally a big deal.
     On the You Tube front, my most amus-
ing discovery of the summer was “Pizza 
Party,” a so-awful-it’s-awesome rap tune 
from L’Homme Run, an early musical 
endeavor of Vampire Weekend frontman 
Ezra Koenig. You’ve gotta love these lyr-
ics: “I’m at the pizza party, and I’m eatin’ 
hearty/ It could be mighty meaty or with 
havari/ Man I don’t want no ziti or chicken 
parm/ I’mma heat up this slice like Don 
Giovanni!” Mmm, if only I could afford 
Leonardo’s. For more L’Homme Run 
goodness, and proof that Vampire Week-

end would never have made it in the rap 
world, check out the bouncy, bizarre “In-
terracial Dating.”  
     It was also a good summer for new tunes 
on my iPod. I spent much of the summer 
playing the springtime debut album from 
Brattleboro rockers Happy Birthday over 
and over again. Fuzzy, gritty lo-fi with a 
killer melody…what more could I ask for? 
But as midsummer rolled around, so did 
an awesome new album: Crazy for You, the 
first full-length from Los Angeles shoe-
gazers Best Coast. Crazy for You is, quite 
frankly, the shit. Its breezy, summery vibe 
made for excellent iPod music for my long 
walk to the beach on hot days. In one of 
the best tracks, “When I’m With You,” lead 
singer Bethany Constantino croons, “The 
world is lazy / But you and me, we’re just 
crazy / So when I’m with you, I have fun.”
     Indeed, this upcoming fall semester is 
going to be a fun one…in terms of music, 
anyway. I mean, I’m bummed that the sun-
ny, glorious, homework-free summer is 
over, but tunes always make it less painful, 
right? There’s a slew of fabulous acts lined 
up for the next few months-- I’ve already 
got my Guster, Broken Social Scene, and 
Happy Birthday tix carefully stashed in my 
desk. (Indie’s not your thing? With artists 
from Wiz Khalifa to, uh, Justin Bieber hit-
ting the 802 this fall, you can find a good 
show, regardless of your preferred genre.) 
Same with recorded tunes: new stuff from 
Deerhunter, Of Montreal, Maroon 5, Cage 
the Elephant, and maybe even Radiohead 
will be out by the end of the year. Ahhh…
if only I could afford it all. g

Active Child – The Curtis Lane EP                          
4 out of 5 stars          

     First things first, this album grows on 
you. Active Child, the brainchild of Pat 
Grossi, is stunningly subtle. Grossi deli-
cately weaves synth textures with spar-
kling harp tinkering and pulsating drum 
kits, all the while, layering enticing falsetto 
moans with brilliant and at times surpris-
ing harmonies.
     The Curtis Lane EP opens up with an 
ethereal loop hanging overhead until delay 
driven drums fade into the mix of “I’m In 
Your Church At Night.” Mid-way through 
the song, everything fades out except for 
the same opening throb of synth to allow 
for perhaps the most poignant moment 
of the song, Grossi recalls fond memories 
that he longs to relive as he sings “no one 
spoke as our voices rose, stars were shin-
ing and so were our souls.” 
     Other highlights include “She Was A 
Vision,” reminiscent to some of the more 
synthed-out slow-jams of late. “Wilder-
ness” is a wonderful example of Grossi’s 
ability to use space, dynamic shift, and dis-
tance in his song structures. “When Your 
Love is Safe” is perhaps the most exciting 
cut off of Curtis Lane. It acts as a showcase 
for Grossi’s ability to write catchy material 
about his love affairs, while keeping the 
instrumentation upbeat, yet nostalgic. All 
and all, Curtis Lane EP is a solid first ef-
fort by Active Child and I wouldn’t be sur-
prised if his next is even better.

If You Like: Antony and the Johnsons, 
Neon Indian, Owen Pallett
Best Tracks: “I’m in Your Church At 
Night,” “She Was a Vision,” “When Your 
Love is Safe,” “Wilderness” g

If you like Beach Fossils, WRUV 
is sponsoring their performance
at the Monkey House September 
23.  

8 pm - 18+ - $10 

Openers: Nyiko Beguin and 
tooth ache. 

cat litter:
by drew diemar

artwork by vanessa denino

Top 5 ways UVM students can help 
solve the Gulf of Mexico Oil Leak 1. Pass an SGA resolution con-

demning future oil leaks.

2. Slyly insert insults to large corporations, 
the GOP, the state of Texas, and Macdon-
ald’s into class discussions.

4. Send cards offering words of 
encouragement to any birds, 
fish, or marshes that may have 
been affected.

5. Write “Fuck Fogel” wherever possible.

3. Has anybody thought of 
soaking all the oil up with 
hemp?  What about soy?  Set 
up a table in the Davis Cen-
ter to petition Washington to 
investigate.


